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Abstract: In recent years, with the increasing standard of biometric identification, it is difficult
to meet the requirements of data size and accuracy in practical application for training a single
ECG (electrocardiogram) database. The paper aims to construct a recognition model for processing
multi-source data and proposes a novel ECG identification system based on two-level fusion features.
Firstly, the features of Hilbert transform and power spectrum are extracted from the segmented
heartbeat data, then two features are combined into a set and normalized to obtain the elementary
fusion feature. Secondly, PCANet (Principal Component Analysis Network) is used to extract
the discriminative deep feature of signal, and MF (MaxFusion) algorithm is proposed to fuse and
compress the two layers learning features. Finally, a linear support vector machine (SVM) is used
to obtain labels of single feature classification and complete the individual identification. The
recognition results of the proposed two-level fusion PCANet deep recognition network achieve
more than 95% on ECG-ID, MIT-BIH, and PTB public databases. Most importantly, the recognition
accuracy of the mixed database can reach 99.77%, which includes 426 individuals.

Keywords: identity recognition; principal component analysis network; feature fusion; ECG
feature classification

1. Introduction

The new recognition technology mainly refers to biometric identification technology.
It uses the physiological or behavioral characteristics of the human body as a recognition
basis and combines with modern computer science to realize the recognition function.
Common biometric technologies include fingerprint, face, iris, and gait recognition [1],
but they are all static biometric features of the external body and have security problems
of being stolen and copied. Therefore, researchers have begun to study identification
technology based on ECGs, which only exist in the living body.

An ECG consists of physiological information that exists along with one’s life, and
the waveforms are various with an individual’s heart size, position, gender, age, and
other self-factors. So ECG signal represents discriminative identity information among
different individuals [2]. The amplitude, area and mean value of ECG signals in different
individuals are different, and these visual difference features of signals have a unique value
for identification [3–5]. This kind of visual difference can be extracted from time-domain
feature points which are based on accurately locating the P, Q, R, S, and T waveforms in
signals. These parameters are adopted to represent the characteristics of one heartbeat,
and then the classifier is used for classification [6–11]. Muhammad Najam Dar et al. used
the method of before and after R-peak signal segmentation and applied discrete wavelet
transform (DWT) to extract wavelet coefficients for ECG signals recognition [12]. Xu et al.
proposed personal biometric identification with a convolutional neural network (CNN)
based on the ECG signals that were measured during bathing. They used a QRS complex
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which had more discriminative information as input samples [13]. In the above literature,
fiducial point detection is performed to obtain features of ECG signals. This kind of
method relies on the accuracy of the fiducial detection algorithm and the visual differences
of time-domain features cannot deeply learn discriminative information from signals, thus
affecting the recognition result.

To solve the limitation of time-domain features based on the above fiducial points,
researchers proposed to mine and transform low information of signals to obtain the deep
features [14,15]. Lin et al. implemented a nonlinear SVM classifier with a polynomial
kernel function to identify the extracted chaotic feature combination of ECG signal [16].
Rahhal et al. built the deep neural network model to classify ECG signal features that
automatically learned from SDAEs (stacked denoising autoencoders) [17]. Kim et al. used a
2-D coupling image generated from three periods of ECG signal as input data and applied
CNN that was specialized for image processing to complete personal identification [18].
Through analysis of the above literature, we can see that the deep learning network model
has a stronger ability of automatic feature learning. The multi-layer neural network model
is applied in the ECG signal identification system [19–21]. However, the above studies only
adopted a single feature form and were applied on a single database or dataset with few
individuals. When dealing with a large number of individuals, it is difficult to ensure that
the feature space of ECG signals can obtain the same ideal identification result.

Aiming at the practical application requirements of a single feature model, the ad-
vantages of multi-feature fusion technology have attracted the attention of researchers.
According to the location of fusion modules, multi-feature fusion algorithm includes data
layer fusion, feature layer fusion [22], score layer fusion [23], and decision layer fusion [24].
Chen et al. extracted fusion features of QRS complex and other feature points with Kernel
Principal Component Analysis (KPCA) to identify [25]. Golrizkhatami et al. combined
multi-layer features of the trained CNN by score level fusion method and realized effective
feature layer fusion of two handcrafted features. Finally, the individual decisions of three
different classifiers are fused together based on the majority voting [26]. Danni et al. pro-
posed a fast feature-fusion method of ECG heartbeat classification based on multi-linear
subspace learning [27]. In different fusion levels, the complementary information contained
in signals is different based on different forms of data, so the fusion results are not the
same. As the advantages and disadvantages of each fusion algorithm are fixed, the system
will face the problem of how to balance the selection of fusion features and recognition
performance when using any single fusion method.

According to these problems that existed in research results of personal identification,
this paper proposes an ECG identity recognition model of two-level feature layer fusion.
The first level of the system analyzes the time-frequency domain fusion features of the ECG
signal, then PCANet is adopted to mine the internal relations of the first-level features. As
a simple deep learning model, PCANet has been applied in the field of image recognition
and arrhythmia diagnosis. It has achieved great experimental results [28–31]. The features
extracted through PCANet are often sparse and high-dimensional, which can be easily
distinguished by linear classifiers. Due to the consideration of different distribution rules
of various ECG databases, the data increasing is likely to cause the exponential growth of
dimension of PCANet learning features. Therefore, in the second level of the system, a
novel fusion dimension reduction algorithm is proposed, which effectively fuses the deep
feature information of two PCANet layers. The fundamental contributions of this study
can be summarized as follows:

• The simplified process of identification without denoising algorithm;
• Novel combination of manual features for Hilbert transform and power spectrum;
• The MaxFusion algorithm is proposed to reduce the dimension of PCANet learning

features;
• The identification implementation of mixed data set with different sampling frequencies.

The subsequent arrangement of the paper is as follows: Section 2 introduces specific
contents of the proposed identification network of two-level fusion features in detail.
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Section 3 shows the simulation results of the proposed model. Section 4 deeply discusses
the simulation experiment results and future work. Section 5 states the final conclusions.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. The Overall Process of Two-Level Fusion Feature Identification Network

Figure 1 is the overall block diagram of the two-level fusion identification structure
proposed in this paper. As shown in Figure 1, the whole recognition process is mainly
composed of the following parts: (1) Preprocessing; (2) Elementary fusion feature extraction
algorithm; (3) PCANet deep fusion feature extraction algorithm; (4) Individual label
recognition. The second and third parts are the core content of the proposed method and
they are called the two-level feature fusion algorithm. The two parts are described in
Sections 2.2 and 2.3 for details.
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Figure 1. The overall architecture of the two-level fusion feature identity recognition network.

2.2. Preprocessing

The three public ECG data sources used in this paper contain different degrees of
noise. In recent years, more denoising algorithms have been studied, “pure ECG signal”
that seems with less interference is obtained. Due to the overlap of ECG signal and noise
in the frequency domain, the denoising operation is likely to remove part of signals that
are useful for individual classification, thus affecting recognition accuracy. In the overall
recognition model of the paper, R wave detection is directly implemented for raw ECG
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signals and the process of denoising is omitted. On one hand, the process of preprocessing
is simplified, and on the other hand, the useful information for discrimination will not be
lost while removing noise to reduce model performance.

Compared with the other waves in ECG signals, the fluctuation characteristic of the
QRS complex is more evident, the amplitude and slope of the R wave are relatively large.
Therefore, the system detects the R wave peak of original ECG signals with noise. The
singular point R wave in signals corresponds to the maximum point of each wavelet scale
signal. Mexh wavelet base [32] is selected to transform signals in the six-layer frequency
domain, and the threshold is set to mark the R wave peak. Meanwhile, according to the
condition of the refractory period and amplitude, false and missed detections are carried
out to improve the positioning accuracy of the R wave peak. Figure 2 shows the marking
results of the R wave of the No. 45 individual ECG signal in the PTB database.
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Figure 2. R wave detection result of PTB database signal.

If the current jth R wave peak is marked as R_posj, then the left boundary point of
each fragment unit in signals is R_posj−1, and the right boundary point is R_posj+1. That
is, the ECG signal wave within the previous R wave peak to the next R wave of the current
QRS complex is used as a fragment unit. As can be seen from Figure 3, this method of
signal segmentation can not only preserve all QRS complex containing key individual
information but also obtain the fragment unit signals with similar information. However,
the different sampling frequencies among databases make the length of segmented data
inconsistent so that it is difficult to carry out subsequent unified identification. Therefore,
the paper proposes an elementary fusion of the time-frequency domain feature extraction
algorithm to obtain the combined feature with the same dimension for the mixed data set.
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2.3. Elementary Fusion Feature Extraction

Analyzing the analytic signal of the above segmented ECG signal sequence, the
imaginary part is taken as the Hilbert transform feature. Compared with the original signal,
the transformation is the feature sequence with a phase shift of π/2. At this time, the
lengths of Hilbert transform features are not the same. Hence, resampling operation is
used to unify them in the next step. And the length of resampled feature FeatureH is set to
appropriate 600 sampling points based on the sampling frequencies of three databases. At
the same time, the segmented ECG signal is introduced from time to frequency domain, and
the power spectrum feature of fragments are acquired for analysis. The power spectrum
lengths of segmented signals are the same after computing and 500 sampling points are
selected as the final power spectrum feature FeatureP. The feature vectors came from
different time-frequency representation are merged, the combined feature is in the form of
FeatureElementaryFusion = [FeatureH , FeatureP]. According to the above steps, fusion features
with the same length can be extracted from the fragmented signals with different lengths,
which is convenient for subsequent effective recognition. Through the step of feature
normalization to generate the value of features within [−1, 1], an elementary fusion feature
is obtained that is easy to be subsequent processing. The function of normalization is to
prevent data to overflow during iterations. The following is a specific introduction of the
principles of two feature extraction algorithms.

2.3.1. Hilbert Transform Feature

For nonstationary ECG signals, the frequency characteristics will change over time.
To get such time-varying characteristics, the Hilbert transform of signals is implemented
for time-frequency analysis. For the real valued function f (t), the Hilbert transform is f̂ (t),
defined as the convolution of f (t) and 1/πt.

f̂ (t) = H[ f (t)] =
+∞∫
−∞

f (t)
π(t− τ)

dτ = f (t) ∗ 1
πt

(1)

Hilbert transform can be regarded as passing the original signal through a filter or time-
invariant system, and the impulse response of system is h(t) = 1/πt.

Using the special characteristic of convolution that the convolution Fourier transform
of two functions is equal to the product of two Fourier transforms. Set F( f (t)) as the
Fourier transform of signals f (t) and H( f (t)) is the result of a Hilbert transform of signals,
then:

F(H( f (t))) = F
(

1
πt
∗ f (t)

)
= F(ω)[−jsgn(ω)] (2)
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where sgn(ω) =

{
1 , ω > 0
−1 , ω < 0

is sign function. Therefore, the frequency-domain

representation of the Hilbert transform feature is obtained:

F
(

f̂ (t)
)
=

{
−jF(ω) , ω > 0
jF(ω) , ω < 0

(3)

so in terms of the frequency spectrum, the filter multiplies the positive frequency part of
the original signal by −j. In other words, the phase is shifted −π/2 while keeping the
amplitude invariant, and the negative frequency part is shifted π/2.

Therefore, the Hilbert transform corresponds to a phase shift converter. For the time
domain signal, it can be regarded as a projection of a signal in the complex field onto
the real field. The Hilbert transform for time-domain signals is not only the process of
transforming the real signal into the analytic signal, but also transforming one-dimensional
signals into two-dimensional complex plane signals.

2.3.2. Power Spectrum Feature

The power spectrum of ECG signals can reflect the dynamic characteristics of the heart,
so this feature can be used as an approach for quantitative analysis of ECG signals to realize
personal identification research. The estimation of the power spectrum is the process of
converting the time-domain signal to the frequency-domain [33] and also transforming
the relationship between amplitude and time in ECG signals to energy and frequency.
The classical power spectrum estimation adopts the correlation function method, firstly
autocorrelation function R(m) is estimated from the segmented signal xN(n):

R(m) =
1
N

N−1

∑
n=0

xN(n)xN(n−m) , |m| ≤ N − 1 (4)

Fourier transform is performed on autocorrelation function R(m), and power spectrum
estimation of xN(n) is obtained according to Equation (5), which is denoted as P(ω):

P(ω) =
M

∑
m=−M

R(m)e−jωm (5)

thus, the power spectrum feature is the signal value after frequency-domain transformation,
which is represented as the distribution of signal power with frequency changing in
frequency band unit. According to the Nyquist sampling theorem, the highest frequency
component of signal does not exceed half of the sampling frequency, the highest frequencies
corresponding to three databases with different sampling frequencies are different. When
selecting the same 500 data points to be FeatureP, the frequency resolutions are different.
The power spectrum curves of the three databases are shown in Figure 4. The curve of
Figure 4c is close to the axis, which is not easy to see.
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After calculation, the frequency range corresponding to 500 points is within [0-vertical
line] in Figure 4. The frequency corresponding to the 500th data point in the MIT-BIH
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database is about 22 Hz, the frequency of the ECG-ID database is about 31 Hz and the
frequency of the PTB database is about 61 Hz. The ECG signal studied in this paper
belongs to the weak electrical signal of the body surface. Generally, the spectrum range of
ECG signal is 0.05–100 Hz, 90% frequency energy concentrates in 0.5–45 Hz. The energy
peak of the QRS complex is about 10–20 Hz. Therefore, the frequency range (0–22 Hz,
0–31 Hz, 0–61 Hz) selected in this paper almost covers the QRS complex in three databases.
Moreover, it can be seen from Figure 4 that the energy of 500 data points is large and
concentrated, the energy amplitudes of other frequency ranges are relatively weak, so they
are omitted.

Although the spectrum ranges corresponding to 500 data points are not completely
consistent, these ranges of all three databases can cover the QRS complex which is really
important for identification. Thus, this feature plays a positive role in the subsequent
PCANet deep learning. Through many experiments, the recognition performance is better
when 500 values are selected empirically. The power spectrum feature of three different
individuals and three ECG fragments of the same individual in the ECG-ID database are
shown in Figure 5.
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individual.

From the comparison of spectral estimation curves in Figure 5, it can be observed
that the amplitude of the power spectrum varies with the change of frequency among
different individuals. The trends of the curves for the same individual are similar which
verifies the fact that the power spectrum feature has characteristic information that can
distinguish individuals. The normalized frequency of the X-axis is the frequency divided
by the sampling frequency of the signal.

2.4. PCANet Deep Fusion Feature Extraction
2.4.1. PCANet

As a deep learning model of a simplified CNN network [34] based on the convolution
concept, PCANet has made great achievements in the field of image recognition [35].
Its training process and network structure are simple, and the recognition result of the
learning feature is stable. Therefore, PCANet has been widely used in the analysis of
one-dimensional physiological signals, which converts into two-dimensional images in
recent years [36]. Due to the limitation of the manual feature extraction, the algorithm in the
paper uses the PCANet model to mine multi-layer information from the above elementary
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fusion time-frequency domain feature and obtain deeper individual discriminative features
of ECG signals. The model structure of the two layers PCANet adopted in the paper is
shown in Figure 6.
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1. Input Layer

Firstly, the elementary fusion feature IE = [I1, I2, . . . , IN ] obtained in Section 2.3 are
folded into two-dimensional matrix data in the input layer for the subsequent PCANet
learning. Among them, each one-dimensional elementary fusion feature vector is
Ii = [i1, i2, . . . , imn], then its specific folding process of each input is as follows:

[i1, i2, . . . , imn] =


i1 i2 · · · in

in+1 in+2 · · · i2n
...

... · · ·
...

i(m−1)n+1 i(m−1)n+2 · · · imn

 (6)

2. First Convolutional Layer

In the first layer, the size k1 × k2 of the sliding window is used to select some local
features of signals Xi

1, Xi
2, . . . , Xi

(m−k1/2)(n−k2/2) , i = 1, 2, . . . , N with each element as
the center and the fixed stepsize of 1. The specific mechanism of the sliding window is
shown in Figure 7.
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After sliding, reshape each of the window blocks of the ith ECG matrix into col-
umn vectors and concatenated to a model. Each column vector represents a local ex-
pansion feature that contains k1k2 elements. Then subtracting the matrices-mean from
each matrix corresponding to the input elementary feature. Let all mean removal vectors
Xi =

[
Xi

1, Xi
2, . . . , Xi

λ, . . . , Xi
(m−k1/2)(n−k2/2)

]
, i = 1, 2, . . . , N be spliced, the new feature

expression of vectorization is as follows:

X =
[
X1, X2, . . . , XN

]
(7)

there are N(m− k1/2)(n− k2/2) column vectors totally. A principal component analysis
is carried out on the matrix of the window vector X, and the first L1 feature vectors are
taken as the convolution kernel of the first convolution layer.

F1
l = matk1,k2

(
ql

(
XXT

))
, l = 1, 2, . . . , L1 (8)

where matk1,k2(•) reconstructs each eigenvector into the matrix F1
l , called the convolution

filter. ql(•) extracts the lth principal eigenvector of XXT. The eigenvectors of the largest L1
eigenvalues mapping in the covariance matrix are regarded as the convolution kernel. The
eigenvectors Ii of each input are implemented convolution with L1 convolution kernels
respectively to get the PCANet feature of the first layer.

Ii
l = Ii ∗ F1

l , i = 1, 2, . . . , N (9)

Equation (9) is the output of the lth convolution filter, where ∗ represents the convolution
and Ii

l is the first-layer feature matrices. Therefore, for each ECG feature sample Ii, there
are L1 convolution outputs in the first layer, which is executed N times for the total sample.

3. Second Convolutional Layer

NL1 convolution features Ii
l of the first layer are taken as input signals of the second

layer in the PCANet model. Executing the similar algorithm procedure as the first layer to
obtain a new window vector matrix Y =

[
Y1, Y2, . . . , YL1

]
∈ Rk1k2×L1 N(m−k1/2)(n−k2/2). The

eigenvectors corresponding to the first L2 eigenvalues are taken as the convolution kernel
of the second layer structure.

F2
l = matk1,k2

(
ql

(
XXT

))
, l = 1, 2, . . . , L2 (10)
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in the convolution process of the second layer; L2 convolution filters are performed convo-
lutions, which are generated from each output matrix of the first layer.

Oi
l =

{
Ii

l ∗ F2
l

}
L2
l=1 , i = 1, 2, . . . , N (11)

thus Oi
l represents the collection of the second-layer ECG features, the second layer of

PCANet corresponding to each input sample can output L1L2 eigenmatrices.

4. Output Layer

For each convolution eigenmatrix of the first and second layer, the Heaviside function
H(•) is used to binarize, where the value is 1 for positive entries and 0 otherwise. The
binarized ECG features ζi

l are transformed into a single integer-valued matrix.

Ti
l =

L2

∑
l=1

2l−1ζi
l (12)

where the value in Ti
l is in the range

[
0, 2L2−1]. Finally, each integer-valued matrix Ti

l is
divided into B blocks, and histogram information of all blocks is calculated. The stepsize
of the sliding window k3 × k4 for division can set the window overlap ratio υ to adjust. B
histogram statistical results are cascaded and transformed into a single vector Bhist

(
Ti

l
)

.
After that, the final feature combination has been generated from the input ECG elementary
fusion feature IE as follows:

Featurei =
[

Bhist
(

T1
i

)
, . . . , Bhist

(
TL1

i

)]
T (13)

the model in this paper is to send the first-layer and the second-layer convolution results
into the output layer of the network, respectively, which includes Hash coding and dis-
tributed histogram statistics. Thus, the deep feature vectors of one and two layers of the
PCANet can be obtained.

2.4.2. MaxFusion Algorithm

The above PCANet features of the first and second-layer extracted respectively can be
regarded as mining the internal information of elementary fusion features with different
depths. Therefore, this paper considers the effective fusion of two layers’ features, to realize
the high-order expression of elementary features and obtain more comprehensive feature
information for identification. The paper proposes an MF (MaxFusion) algorithm of dif-
ferent layers in PCANet and the specific implementation process is shown in Algorithm 1.
The first step is to cascade the two layers of training and testing features respectively and
set them as XFtrain_all and XFtest_all. However, the way of block vectorization in PCANet
greatly increases the extracted feature dimension, which is higher than the input elemen-
tary fusion feature dimension. To avoid the high dimensional data of two-layer cascaded
features leading to the subsequent individual classification long, the algorithm uses sliding
window maximum technology to reduce feature dimensions. The second step is to set
the appropriate sliding window size Lslidingwindow. The third step is to find the maximum
value xj in the generated sliding window signal Xslidingwindow and set the maximum as the
element of the fusion feature, to form the MF fusion feature vector of each signal. Through
the effective fusion of key information in two-layer features of the network, the algorithm
can ensure identity recognition accuracy and improve the efficiency of identification.
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Algorithm 1. MaxFusion algorithm procedure of two layers PCANet features

Input: X = [X1, X2, . . . , XN ]
Trainset samples: XFrain1 (The first layer feature of PCANet);
XFrain2 (The second layer feature of PCANet);
Testset samples: XTest1; XTest2
Output: MF Fusion feature: XFtrain_ f usion; XFtest_ f usion
do Cascade two layers of training and testing features XFtrain_all ; XFtest_all
Set sliding window size Lslidingwindow
for i = 1 to Ntrain or Ntest
for j = 1 to Nslidingwindow
do Generate the window signal Xslidingwindow

Find the maximum value of window signal xj = max
(

Xslidingwindow

)
Form the new single feature

[
x1, . . . , xj, . . . , xNslidingwindow

]
end for
Form the new MF fusion data set XFtrain_ f usion; XFtest_ f usion
end for

Aiming at the high-dimensional and deep abstract feature of the PCANet, the algo-
rithm combines feature vectors of the first and second layer and finds the maximum value
of local signals through the sliding window. The dimension of the fusion feature is set
according to the number of windows, then the maximum value of multiple windows are
adopted to form a new fusion feature for a single sample. At last, all fusion features are
cascaded as input for the classifier to realize efficient identification. The main point of the
MF algorithm is based on the sparse characteristic of the PCANet feature, the feature di-
mension of the second layer is more than one hundred thousand with many zero elements.
So the method of computing larger amplitude in statistical characteristics can eliminate
a large number of redundant features, and it is suitable for processing these abstract and
non-physiological features of PCANet. In this algorithm, there is no overlap between
windows in the sliding process, and the overlap ratio is set to 0.

2.5. Classifier

As the classical algorithm of the supervised learning model, the main idea of the
support vector machine is to find the hyperplane farthest from all kinds of sample points,
which is called the maximum margin hyperplane. SVM utilizes kernel function to map
data to high-dimensional space and transform it into linear separable data, to achieve
a better classification effect. The linear kernel function is mainly used to deal with the
problem of linear separability, which is suitable for the classification of high-dimensional
and sparse data. The fusion feature of two layers PCANet extracted in the paper has such
properties. So linear kernel SVM is selected to classify the above deep fusion features and
the classification result of each fusion feature is labeled. According to the classification
label statistics of all features in one individual, the category label of each complete ECG
signal is judged and determined by voting.

3. Results
3.1. Database

To verify feasibility and generalization performance of the proposed ECG two-level
fusion feature identification system, the simulation experiments are respectively carried out
on the ECG-ID Database, MIT-BIH Arrhythmia Database, PTB Diagnostic ECG Database
and these three mixed dataset, which all come from the PhysioNet physiological signals
website.

• ECG ID Database: 310 ECG recordings are collected in the ECG ID database, which
comes from 90 healthy individuals. Each signal is recorded 20 s, the sampling fre-
quency is 500 Hz. In the experiment, two data of each person are randomly selected as
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training and testing set, while the 47th individual is eliminated as only containing one
recording of ECG signals. So the remaining 89 individuals are used as study subjects
in all ECG-ID database experiments;

• MIT-BIH Arrhythmia Database: There are 48 ambulatory ECG signals with two-
channel in the MIT-BIH arrhythmia database, among them, labels 201 and 202 come
from the same subject. So the database records ECG data for 47 individuals with
various arrhythmia diseases. Each signal lasts 30 min and the sampling frequency is
360 Hz. This database is used as abnormal ECG signals to test the proposed model;

• PTB Diagnostic ECG Database: It is composed of 549 data recordings for 290 subjects,
52 of which are healthy, and the sampling frequency is 1000 Hz. In the experiment, a
total of 290 individuals of the same day signals are selected to detect model recognition
ability of ECG signals with obvious baseline drift noise;

• The Mixed Data Set: The mixed three databases with different sampling frequencies
contains 426 individuals which are applied to identify. The experiment chooses such a
merged database to prove the feasibility of the model when the number of individuals
increases and test generalization ability for ECG signals under different acquisition
conditions.

3.2. Experimental Setting

All experiments of the built ECG identification model of two-level fusion feature
are implemented on MATLAB 2019a. The experiments are simulated on the computer
equipped with Windows 7 system and Intel Core i5-6500 CPU. The PCANet structure and
parameter settings of each layer constructed in the paper are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. PCANet fusion structure and parameter setting.

Layer Parameters Value

Input layer Elementary fusion feature matrix size m× n 10× 110

First layer The size of patch k1 × k2 7× 7
The number of filters L1 9

Output layer 1 The size of histogram block k3 × k4 7× 7
The overlap ratio of histogram block υ 0.5

Second layer The size of patch k1 × k2 7× 7
The number of filters L2 9

Output layer 2 The size of histogram block k3 × k4 7× 7
The overlap ratio of histogram block υ 0.5

Fusion layer The length of fusion feature 10,000

3.3. Experimental Results

In the task of identity recognition, the extracted features are the basic units of the clas-
sifier and individual recognition is the final goal. Therefore, the experiments in this paper
compute the accuracy of feature classification and identity recognition respectively as the
main evaluation indicators of algorithm performance. Among them, feature classification
accuracy refers to the recognition result of a single feature, which is the proposed two-level
fusion features; the identity recognition accuracy are the statistical voting results of all
features’ labels in each individual. The following five groups of comparative experimental
studies are carried out by taking the above indexes.

3.3.1. Comparison Experiment for Different Classifiers

To verify the feasibility of the proposed two-level fusion feature extraction algorithm
in the paper, five common classifiers are adopted to classify the extracted features. This
experiment is applied to the PTB database and the whole data set is divided into five parts,
one part is used for training, and the other four parts are testing. The experiments are
repeated five times in turn to get different performance results. Figure 8 shows the accuracy
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evaluation of each of the five classification algorithms when ensuring the same settings of
other system modules.
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It can be seen from Figure 8 that the single-feature classification accuracy of the pro-
posed feature extraction all achieve more than 80% in different classifiers. Five classifiers
have universal adaptability to the two-level fusion features, which also verifies the feasi-
bility and effectiveness of the proposed model. Compared with KNN, Bagging ensemble
learning, BP neural network, and random forest, the linear kernel SVM selected in this
paper is good at processing high-dimensional and sparse PCANet fusion features, to obtain
higher recognition accuracy. Through analysis and comparison of boxplot, it can be seen
that the five results of Bagging fluctuate more obviously than other classifiers, which is
due to the randomness of the multiple independent sampling process of ensemble learning.
And linear kernel SVM classification model has good classification stability. In addition,
for identification of the mixed data set came from three public databases, experimental
result comparison for different classification models is shown in Figure 9.
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As each person in the ECG-ID database contains at least two signals of different
days, two signals of every person are used alternately as training and testing set in the
experiments. Therefore, the two-fold cross-validation method is applied to the mixed
dataset to obtain the average recognition result of the model. As shown in Figure 9,
the results of linear kernel SVM are higher than the other four models in both single-
feature classification accuracy and identity recognition accuracy. Experimental results can
verify the effectiveness of the proposed model for mixed ECG identification with different
sampling frequencies, and identity recognition accuracy of linear kernel SVM reaches
99.77%.

3.3.2. Comparison Experiment for Denoised and Original Signals

Considering that the proposed feature extraction model does not need to be denoised
separately, to analyze the identification performance difference between the original noisy
signal and the denoised “pure” ECG signal, a fast denoising algorithm based on DB4
wavelet lifting is added in the experiment for ECG signal denoising. Figure 10 displays the
denoising effect of different databases.
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Figure 10. Denoising effect of three different databases.

According to the comparison of noisy and denoised ECG signals in Figure 10, the
high-frequency noise, baseline drift, and other noises in the original signal are effectively
suppressed after introducing the denoising module and the relatively “clean” and stable
ECG signal can be obtained. The recognition result of the denoised signal on the right side
is compared with the original signal on the left side, which are input into the proposed
two-level fusion feature model. As shown in Figure 11, noise simulation experiments are
carried out on ECG-ID healthy individual database and mixed arrhythmia disease data set
respectively.
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As can be seen from Figure 11a, in the healthy individual database, although the
identity recognition accuracy of denoised ECG signal is near to the original signal with
noise, the single-feature classification accuracy of the noisy signal is higher than the
denoised. It is mainly caused that the relatively “clean” ECG signals are eliminated
interference and also removed beneficial information for identification by denoising the
algorithm, thus affecting the single-feature recognition accuracy. In Figure 11b, although
two kinds of accuracies are found to be relatively close on the mixed ECG data, the base
of the individual’s data increases so that there are about three misidentifying individuals
differences between the denoised and noisy signals. Meanwhile, considering the complex
characteristics of ECG signals in the mixed data set, this experiment verifies that the
algorithm can still obtain high recognition results without denoising. On the other hand,
the corresponding anti-noise robustness of the model is proved. Under certain interference,
the proposed two-level PCANet fusion feature can deal with the inter-class variability
better.

3.3.3. Comparison Experiment for Different Feature Extraction Algorithms

To evaluate the necessity of each module in the overall proposed model that can make
the system have good classification performance, this paper simulates the identification
scheme of different module combinations. The segmented input feature is set as the same
as Section 2.2 and a linear kernel support vector machine is used to complete classification
in each scheme. Different combinations of algorithms used in two levels feature fusion are
changed. Table 2 records various accuracy comparisons of each feature extraction scheme
in the mixed ECG data set.
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Table 2. Comparison for recognition performance of different feature extraction models.

Method 1 Method 2 Method 3 Method 4
Method 5 (The

Proposed
Method)

Hilbert transform
feature Y N Y N Y

Power spectrum
feature Y N N Y Y

Two-layer PCANet
fusion feature N Y Y Y Y

Sensitivity Se 49.88% 88.90% 88.80% 89.55% 93.84%
Precision Pc 50.02% 89.78% 89.73% 89.87% 94.58%

Feature classification
accuracy Acc 59.04% 87.20% 86.97% 85.33% 91.45%

Through the analysis of Table 2, Method 2, 3, and 4 are the process of extracting
PCANet high-order features from the single feature, respectively. Different from the
transform-domain features extracted by Method 3 and 4, the fragment signals in Method 2
are time-domain representations directly. The accuracies of the three features are similar
and lower than Method 5, indicating that the three features only describe original ECG
signals partially. Although the accuracy of elementary features adopted in Method 1 is not
high, it is not difficult to find that the recognition performance of Method 5 with adding an
elementary fusion feature algorithm is significantly higher than Method 2. Hence, through
the comprehensive analysis of Method 1, 2, and 5, the result verifies that the elementary
feature is the effective supplement for identification. The proposed model uses PCANet
to deeply mine elementary fusion features of time-frequency joint distribution and the
obtained high-order fusion features contain sufficient discrimination information of ECG
signals. The distance among individual categories increases and the internal differences of
ECG signals identified by the model are stronger.

3.3.4. Comparison Experiment for Different PCANet Features

To evaluate the high efficiency of the proposed MaxFusion algorithm for feature recog-
nition, the classification performance of PCANet features extracted in different structures
are compared on the mixed ECG data set. The simulation results are shown in Table 3.
The deep features of the first layer, the second layer of PCANet, the combined two layers
feature vectors and the fused two layers features conducted by the MF algorithm are input
into linear kernel SVM classifier for recognition, respectively.

Table 3. Comparison for classification performance of different PCANet features.

Number of
Training
Features

Training
Feature
Length

Training Time of
Linear SVM

Feature
Classification

Accuracy

Identity
Recognition

Accuracy

One-layer PCANet
features

7389

13,312 44.59 s 89.59% 99.53%

Two-layers PCANet
features 119,808 352.31 s 90.97% 99.53%

The combined two layers
PCANet features 133,120 391.63 s 92.17% 99.77%

The fused two layers
PCANet features by MF

algorithm
10,000 159.28 s 91.45% 99.77%

For comparison of simulation experiments, the preprocessing and elementary fusion
feature extraction algorithm are set exactly the same, so the number of training features
input into PCANet are the same. According to Table 3, with the number of layers increasing,
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the length of deep feature data extracted by convolution kernel becomes longer greatly.
The impact of this growth is that the training time of the classification model becomes
longer and takes up a large amount of computer memory. The combination of two layers
PCANet features brings higher single-feature classification accuracy at the cost of classifica-
tion efficiency. The feature classification accuracy of the proposed MF algorithm of two
layers PCANet features is slightly lower than the combined features, but the individual
recognition accuracy obtained through cross-validation is relatively high. It is confirmed
that different layers of PCANet features are complementary to the internal information of
individuals. Moreover, the running time of training is shortened by half comparing with
the combined features, which effectively improves the performance and efficiency of the
classification model.

3.3.5. Comparison Experiment of the Related Researches

The proposed model is compared with the domestic and foreign literature on three
public databases: ECG-ID, MIT-BIH Arrhythmia, and PTB database. The performance
comparison results are shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Comparison for identification results of different studies.

Methods Databases Number of
Subjects

Identity Recognition
Accuracy

Byeon (2019) [9] AlexNet PTB 61 92.50%

Chu et al. (2019) [37] Residual network
ECG-ID 90 98.24%

MIT-BIH Arrhythmia 47 95.99%

Rui et al. (2020) [38] GNMF + sparse representation ECG-ID 89 98.03%
MIT-BIH Arrhythmia 47 100%

Gurkan et al. (2020) [39] QRS images + CNN PTB 50 83.95%

Dong et al. (2020) [40] The QRS complex dynamics +
radial basis function networks PTB 52 97.31%

Liu et al. (2018) [41] SVD-LDA + GRNN ECG-ID 89 96.60%
Pal et al. (2018) [42] Area fiducial features + PCA PTB 100 97.10%

Alotaiby et al. (2019) [43] CSP features + SVM PTB 200 95.15%

The proposed model Two-level fusion feature +
SVM

ECG-ID 89 99.44%
MIT-BIH Arrhythmia 47 100%

PTB 290 99.66%
Mixed Data Set 426 99.77%

As can be seen from Table 4, the relevant studies do not use the mixed data set as
data sources of experiments, and the number of individuals applied in most experiments is
small. To ensure comparability among different research schemes, the algorithm proposed
in this paper not only applies to mixed ECG datasets but also presents the identification
results of single databases. Among them, the methods in paper [37,38] and the proposed
model all achieve high identification results on the ECG-ID database that accuracies are
more than 98%. In the MIT-BIH database, the noise of the signals is removed by the
filter in paper [38], while the proposed algorithm still achieves recognition accuracy of
100% without denoising process, which is more convenient for algorithm implementation.
In contrast, the feature extraction method in [39,40] relies on the accuracy of traditional
QRS positioning, so the detection rate is easy to affect the final recognition accuracy. The
proposed two-level fusion feature algorithm realizes the complementary advantages of
statistical feature and deep high-order feature and achieves a relatively high recognition
accuracy of 99.77% on the mixed data set. Therefore, the feasibility and validity of ECG
signal identification from different sources are proved.

4. Discussion

In the practical application of individual identification, ECG signals from various
sources present complex characteristics as a result of different influences of acquisition
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conditions, environments, and some external factors. For the efficient identification of
ECG signals with various sampling frequencies, a novel two-level fusion feature extraction
model is proposed in this paper.

First of all, the model does not need ECG signal denoising in the mixed dataset, and
fragments of two R-R intervals are segmented directly according to the location of the
R wave. This part can be verified according to the comparison experiment of noisy and
denoised in Section 3.3.2. The original noisy ECG signal has higher recognition accuracy
than the denoised signal because it does not remove or change any detailed information.
Then using the combination of the transform-domain features of the segmented signals that
are feature stitching of the extracted Hilbert and power spectrum. Two kinds of features
are obtained by constructing analytic signals in complex-domain and frequency-domain
transformation. The frequency-domain features can offset the reduced accuracy caused by
disturbed time-domain waveform. And the transformed features only use mathematical
methods to automatically analyze and calculate, which do not need to rely on physiological
information contained in waveforms of ECG signals. In Section 3.3.3, Table 2 can illustrate
the effectiveness of the elementary fusion feature for individual recognition. PCANet
was utilized to extract different layers of deep representations from the above elementary
features, and the feature vectors output from the first and second layers are fused by the
MF algorithm. Section 3.3.4 proves the feasibility of high-order features fusion and the
efficiency improvement of the classifier. The deep features fused by the MF algorithm are
input into linear kernel SVM model for classification, performing the voting mechanism to
realize the final label decision. Compared with different classifiers and several published
research studies, the better performance and effectiveness in mixed data set are verified
from different perspectives. This part is based on Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.5.

The main advantages of this paper are as follows: The manually extracted elementary
fusion features are not affected by sampling frequency and have unified dimension, clearly
physical meaning, and a similar amount of discrimination information; PCANet is used to
mine elementary features of the time-frequency domain, which can express the correlation
information in signals and have low sensitivity to an abnormal heartbeat; The proposed
MaxFusion algorithm can effectively reduce the dimension of the high-dimensional features
in two-layer PCANet and decrease individual classification time when ensuring high
recognition accuracy.

As the signals in mixed data set include healthy and abnormal individuals, the recog-
nition results of the two-level fusion feature model can prove the strong robustness of the
algorithm to abnormal disease data. However, the number of individuals in mixed data set
is still limited comparing to the big data in practical applications. Our future research will
look into how we can break through conventional training and optimization mechanisms
to meet the demands of real-time identification for large-scale individuals and adaptively
adjust the parameters of the network.

5. Conclusions

The two-level fusion feature extraction model proposed in the paper mainly consists
of two levels. The first level is the fusion of two elementary transformation features. The
second level is the MF algorithm to fuse two layers features in PCANet. These two levels
of fusions contain complementary discriminative features of individuals. And the strong
feature extraction ability of PCANet has the characteristics of low sensitivity to noise. All
experimental results indicate that the identity recognition accuracy of the proposed model
is high on both single and mixed datasets. The model has advantages over the methods of
feature extraction and classification in recent years. The research hopes to provide valuable
ECG identity recognition technology for practical application scenarios.
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